19th December 2006
Mr. Shane Boyd
Boyd Creed & Sweet
Anglesea Buildings
Upper Georges Street
Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin

As you may know, the Commission for Aviation Regulation (CAR) is engaged in an
analysis of Dublin Airport and of the Dublin Airport Authoritys (DAA) 2006 Capital
Investment Plan (CIP).
I understand that your firm has verified the costs and the specifications of the proposed
second terminal (T2) on behalf of the Department of Transport. The Department has
recently sent the Commission a copy of your report.
The Commission is interested to discuss with you the technical analysis that underlies
your verification exercise, and thus to understand how your firm evaluated the DAAs
costs and project specifications.
We would therefore be grateful if your company could assist the Commission to clarify
the verification work that has been carried out. I will phone you before the end of this
week to see how we might pursue these matters.
Yours sincerely,

Cathal Guiomard
Commissioner

20th December 2006

Mr. Shane Boyd
Boyd Creed & Sweet
Anglesea Buildings
Upper Georges Street
Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin

Dear Shane
Further to my letter of 19th December, I now attach a list of the information needed by
the Commission in connection with your firms verification of the costs of Dublin airports
T2 project.
I will phone you to discuss the best way for the Commission to obtain this information.
Yours sincerely,

Cathal Guiomard
Commissioner

a.

Copies of the following documents referred to in BCS report:
i.

DAA Briefing document (para 5.1)

ii.

Initial Brief Report (para 6.1.5)

iii.

Cost Consultants Report dated March 2006 (para 13.1.3)

iv.

Benchmarking report as presented to DAA (para. 13.2.2)

v.

Risk Register (para 13.8.4)

b.

Details of any verification applied to quantities in the cost plan  (para 13.4)

c.

Detail of the basis of cost estimates for specialist equipment services (para 13.5)

d.

BCS views on the level of lump sum allowances included in respect of enabling
& external works (para 13.6.2)

e.

Clarify the total amount of contingency included in the Cost Plan (para 13.8)

f.

Details of the independent verification process applied to the benchmarking
exercise (para 13.10)

g.

Details of the verification process applied to the DAAs consultants sizing
process.

14 February 2007.

Mr. Peter Williams
Director
Boyd Creed & Sweet
Anglesea Buildings
Upper George’s Street
Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin
Dear Mr. Williams
I am in receipt of your (undated) letter, which we received on
19th January 2007, in response to our requests of 19th and 20th
December 2006 for materials that would allow us to understand the
technical basis of your firm’s verification report, for the
Department of Transport, of the costs and size of the proposed T2
at Dublin Airport.
On 10th January 2007, I received a phone call from a colleague of
yours, in which he apologised for the delays in Boyd Creed
Sweett’s provision of data to the Commission and in which he
explained that, in order to access the benchmarking data (which
he said had been “consumed online” by Boyd Creed Sweett), it
would be necessary to reactivate a dormant intranet website.
Your colleague indicated that on reactivating that web site,
statistical materials would be available to him, which would then
be provided to the Commission in hard copy.
However,
no
statistical
substantiation
of
your
firm’s
verification work was provided to the Commission in your January
2007 letter or since. As a result, the Commission does not yet
understand the basis on which Boyd Creed Sweet reached the
following conclusion:
“The Gateway 3 estimated cost of Terminal Two on a cost per
square metre basis, lies at the mid point range of the UK
terminal buildings benchmarking study carried out by the DAA’s
team of consultants. The verification team has independently
verified the benchmarking exercise and the cost plan and
concludes that the estimated cost is within industry norms for
this type of project in a European capital city.” (page 4,
Independent Verifier’s Report).
Your letter merely restates the conclusion as follows:

“Boyd Creed Sweett approached our colleagues in the UK and Europe
to establish a benchmark for comparative purposes, we further
reviewed the BCIS database for comparators” (para f)

The Commission remains keen to understand the technical analysis,
and to receive the
promised statistical data, that underlay your verification
exercise, and also to understand its extent.
For the avoidance in doubt, can you confirm that your
verification exercise excluded:
•
The lump sum allowances (para d of your letter) in the T2
project; and
•
The contingencies in the T2 project (para e of your letter)
and was therefore limited to the construction costs of T2? If
not, to what aspects of the cost of T2 did the Boyd Creed Sweett
work relate?
One of the reasons for my putting this question to you is the
wide difference between the benchmark figure in the PKS chart1
(that accompanied your January letter) for “Dublin” (3,928) –
which, if multiplied by the 100,000 square meterage for the
combined T2 and Pier E, gives a value of €392.8 million – and the
T2 cost plan of €609 million. Can your firm explain this
difference?
In terms of Boyd Creed Sweett’s work to “independently [verify]
the benchmarking exercise and the cost plan” what reliance did
your firm place on the PKS ‘terminal buildings benchmarking – UK
and Ireland’ chart? How did you verify that benchmarking work?
Did that verification include any or all of the following
considerations:
•
the reasons for the choice of airport facilities as T2
benchmarks;
•
the adjustments necessary to make the comparisons
meaningful;
•
the cost definition on which the cost comparison were
generated; and
•
the source of the information relating to the quantities
and costs?

1

“Terminal buildings benchmarking – UK and Ireland” Davis Langdon PKS.

Regarding the sizing verification (question G of my letter of 20th
December) our query relates to the following statement from the
verification report:
“the size of the facility has
Independent Verifier’s Report)

been

optimised”

(para

6.2.1,

What independent assessment, and by what methodology, did Boyd
Creed Sweett establish to its satisfaction that the size of the
facility had been optimised?
I look forward to your assistance with the above enquiries.
Yours sincerely

Cathal Guiomard
Commissioner

